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You recently opened an 
exhibition at the Bass 
Museum as part of Art 
Basel Miami. The main 
work is a newly pro-
duced neon sign on the 
museum’s facade.

Actually, the museum is 
closed due to construc-
tion, so I just did a piece 
on the rooftop—a neon 
sign that says “Eternity 
Now“. The first time I 
went to the Bass, I was 
on a plane, checking out 
the tax-free magazine, 
when I noticed that Cal-
vin Klein had a new per-
fume called Eternity Now. 
I had used “Eternity” for 
my works  in the past, but 
I thought Eternity Now is 
even better. It matched so 
well with the event, the 
art fair, the craziness of 
Miami and of the world 
in general, I guess. It’s 
also a very contradictory 
phrase, so it suits me. 
The other nice thing 
about the project is that 
I only worked with the 
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!en I was a young artist, there was 
a lot of this “artist-as-anthropologist” 
or “artist-as-economist” or whatever 
going on, where the idea was that art-
ists would do sort of amateurish takes 
on social studies and science. I was 
really attracted to doing work that 
had a deep engagement with the world 
(as opposed to an intuitive approach), 
but I wanted the research I did for my 
artwork to be at the highest possible 
level—research that a scholar in any 
given field would recognize as an actu-

al contribution. So that was one of the 
things that really motivated me to do a 
PhD in social studies. As for my meth-
odological approach, it’s really pretty 
anarchic. My main advisor at Berke-
ley, Allan Pred, was really adamant 
about methodologies having to arise 
organically from the materials you’re 
looking at. He was really opposed to 
the more cookie-cutter methodologies 
that are usually taught in the social 
sciences, because they largely deter-
mine their own outcomes. He always 

insisted that you just 
had to look at your ma-
terials from every angle 
you could find, then look 
at it some more, and look 
at it again, and eventual-
ly a series of metaphors 
and methods would be-
gin to make themselves 
known. So that is the ap-
proach I take, but it can 
be wildly ine"cient and 
time-consuming. #

building’s exterior, which is so beauti-
ful, a very special architecture t$ical of 
Miami. In a way, the museum became 
the pedestal for my piece. I loved it! It 
was an easy project in a way, but some-
times when it comes easy, that means 
it’s alright. It shouldn’t be too much of 
a pain in the neck to organize anything.%

That piece has such an interesting ar-
chitectural quality; it fits in well with 
the Miami strip and its Art Deco ho-
tels along the beach. But we’re also 
struck by this very direct approach of 
appropriation in your practice.

I’ve been appropriating perfume brand 
names and so many other things since 
the early ’90s, ranging from popular and 
iconic slogans to the most meaningless 
and obscure activities. An early work 
that relies on this strategy was in the 
Venice Biennale 1993, when I showed 
monitors all shu&ed upside down with 
aerobic videos playing all together. This 
collection of aerobic videos showed 
many famous actress, such as Jane Fon-
da, Cindy Crawford and Raquel Welch, 
revealing their fitness secrets. I think 
this piece was called A Journey to Fit-
ness or How To Lose 30 Pounds In Un-
der Three Weeks. Behind this scattered 
installation, I installed on the wall my 

first Egoist sign. Later on I did various 
wall paintings carrying perfume names: 
Obsession, Egoiste, Opium, Angel, Poi-
son, Envy, C’est La Vie, to name a few.

Your work is often read as a reflection 
of the economical evolution of the art 
market over the last three decades.

Maybe art is somehow always a reflec-
tion of the art market—can one escape 
it? In the late ’80s, following the econom-
ic crash, it was very di"cult for young 
artists to show their works. But interest-
ingly, as it’s not usually the case, it was 
an opportunity for women. As the art 
market was dead, the galleries empty, 

they suddenly decided to 
show women for a change. 
It really became a trend: I 
did so many “women-on-
ly” group shows during 
those years. It allowed a 
lot of woman artists to 
emerge at this time, my-
self included. I was imme-
diately in great demand. 
It was a new beginning, 
in a way.

It’s interesting, because 
people always think that 
your work is a fetishiza-
tion and a celebration of 

the boom and the market. But actu-
ally, when you started, you came out 
of an art world in crisis.%

Absolutely. My first piece ever— C’est 
La Vie, one of the “Shopping Bag” 
pieces—came out of talking not about 
fashion, but about how the art world 
functions. !en I was using bags from 
the cool places to shop at that time, 
I was also referring to the galleries—
how they’d only show artists from the 
same list of names that you would see 
in Artforum. In a way, you can see it 
much more clearly in art than in fash-
ion. But the fashion world is also very 
powerful, and when it takes you over, S
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I’d put them back in the 
windows, the comment 
would have been totally 
lost. But what was inter-
esting is that it evolved so 
much, this link between 
fashion and art, that they 
started doing windows 
that looked like art the-
ses. In fact, I used a lot 
of displays from fashion 
stores in my early work, 
but eventually I had to 
stop—it’d become too 
common. I’m still inter-
ested in that, though. I’m 
always fascinated when 
it doesn’t work—how it 
looks cheap and uninter-
esting because it’s fashion, 
but if someone would take 
it and put it somewhere 
else, it would look totally 
di!erent. Actually, a funny 
thing happened last night: 
I went on Instagram, and 
people were pointing 
out to me that this shoe 
brand had done a Christ-
mas video with a woman 
in high heels smashing 
ornaments, which is ex-
actly what I did. It was a 
cheap rip-o!, but to me, it 
was interesting, precise-
ly because it didn’t work. 
It still had a lot of likes, 
though. That’s the way it 
goes. Everyone is allowed 
to break ornaments."

Did you have any specific 
influences in doing the 
first “Shopping Bag” 
works? 

In the beginning, I was in-
terested in the so-called 
Scatter Art movement, 
for instance I admired the 
process oriented works of 

Lynda Benglis and Barry 
Le Va. But because I was 
a woman and a bit of a 
punk feminist in disguise, 
I wanted to appropriate 
the formal aspects of art 
and inject them with lux-
ury and gloss. My strategy 
followed contradictions: 
hard sculptures dripping, 
angular squares changing 
into circles or cosmet-
ic colors used for formal 
monochromes. I wanted 
to walk all over Carl An-
dre with the most exqui-
site high heels of the sea-
son. #en I was 16 years 
old, I was a Trotskyist, 
and even today, I think 

I wanted to walk all over Carl André with the 
most exquisite high heels of the season
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you get kind of swept along. So I had 
this experience where suddenly, because 
the fashion world was becoming inter-
ested in art but didn’t have many ref-
erences, when they saw my work, they 
said, “Wow, she’s doing things we un-
derstand!” Suddenly they were quoting 
me, saying things like, “This artist is a 
shopping addict” or whatever (which I 
don’t deny). But it allowed me to ob-

serve the system and how it works—the 
displays and techniques of commercial-
izing things. It was funny to me, because 
in the beginning, I had a lot of shops 
asking me to do their windows, which 
I never wanted to do. I thought, “This 
is stupid—my work is about placing 
these items in a di!erent context.” It 
was a very minimal gesture: I didn’t 
do much to the things themselves, so if 

you can do it all. It’s 
also part of what I liked 
about fashion: they could 
change their minds, say 
something completely 
di!erent from what they 
said earlier, and it would 
still be OK. To try and be 
consistent in that—that is 
another thing. But this is 
my practice: Yes to All!

Bob Nickas told us that 
for his “Red” exhibition 
in 1986, you actually con-
ceived the work of John 
Armleder, who present-
ed a tube of red lipstick.

Yes. At that time, I hadn’t 
yet begun exhibiting, but 
I was often with John, 
whom I would follow as 
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he was doing shows and making his 
work. So, for instance, he did a lot of 
furniture sculptures where he would 
paint monochromes behind objects, and 
I would always suggest the latest shade 
of cosmetics. I would even say, “Oh no, 
you have to use pink and red, because 
I’m wearing a pink suit and red shoes to 
the opening,” things like that. So when 
Bob Nickas asked John what he would 
do for the show, I said, “It’s easy—just 
buy some lipstick and show that!” So 
John probably did my first piece. I still 
remember looking for the right shade 
of lipstick: it was Estée Lauder “Jungle 
Red” in a very shiny gold tube. 

Though works like C’est La Vie are not 
technically performances, they always 
imply a performative gesture. Even if 
they’re not smashed or manipulated, 
the objects come from somewhere and 
end up somewhere else.

Actually, I have smashed cosmetics in 
the past. The first time was in 1993, for 
my first solo show in Geneva at Art & 
Public. I bought a big American car—a 
gold ‘67 Skylark—and drove it inside the 
gallery. I ended up running over some 
compact makeup and left it there as it 
was. In another case (I think it was at the 
Sculpture Center in Long Island), I hired 
some guy who drove lowriders, which 
have hydraulics that let them hop up and 
down. So here was this car, hopping up 
and down, smashing all of this makeup. 
But no one actually saw that process; 
the piece itself was just the aftermath, 
the crushed cosmetics on the floor. It 
would get repetitive to tell how many 
christmas balls I crushed with my high 
heels, I think everybody’s got the point... 
To me, this was always interesting, that 

Yeah, there are several. There was one 
where she’s just sitting on a chair under 
the hairdryer, flipping through maga-
zines. There’s one where she has her 
hair done by her hairdresser during 
the opening, and another where she’s 
being made up. I’ve done that one sev-
eral times—the leftover is just a pedes-
tal-like table with a mass of cosmetics 
on top. One of my favourites was when 
I just strew hairpins on the floor—you 
could actually get a little bag with twen-
ty hairpins and do your own piece. I 
always like when people can do their 
own thing with the work. For instance 
with the “Zylon” paintings, a series of 
monochromes, I would buy a can of sil-
ver paint and spray directly on the wall, 
so the paint would also go around the 
painting, a little bit like an aura. But 
the point was that whoever bought this 

work could then repaint 
it in a di!erent colour if 
they wished. The silver 
wasn’t final.

Your work is very sce-
nographic. Sometimes 
it appears in daily life—
at the Blow hairdresser 
in Zurich or the “Mini 
Skirts Are Back” par-
ty at the Trois Pommes 
outlet store—where it is 
hard to distinguish from 
its surroundings. At the 
same time, though, it 
changes its surround-
ings— it transforms the 
place into a theatrical 
stage, just as you once 
transformed the whole 

village of Gstaad into a theatrical 
stage. It turns the setting into a sort 
of time capsule. 

It’s true. I’m satisfied when it’s easy—
I’m satisfied when it’s easy—or at least 
when it looks like it’s e!ortless. There’s 
a point where people say their kids 
could have done it. I like that. Take 
the shopping bags: something happens 
when you just drop these things in the 
middle of a gallery. I remember doing 
it recently, not having done it for a 
long time, and I thought, “Shit, it still 
works!” But it’s a matter of the right 
place and the right moment; you real-
ly have to use the surroundings. If the 
setting doesn’t lend it some strength 
and presence, it doesn’t work. So in a 
way, I always think that architecture is 
very prominent in my work."
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All my work is a never ending performance, 
collaborating with whoever wants to play
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there might be a more performative pro-
cess beforehand that the viewer hasn’t 
witnessed. Maybe all my work is a nev-
er-ending performance including collab-
orations with whoever wants to play. 
Gallerists often played an important part 
and were engaged in my productions. 
Once I had Gavin Brown, when he was 
an assistant to Lisa Spellman, sent out 

to buy a bra at Frederick’s 
of Hollywood for a group 
show he curated in an of-
fice space in the early ’90s. 

One of your best-known 
performances is a wom-
an getting her hair done. 
Can you tell us about it?


